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Abstract

Results

Since the 19th century, industry has sought to incorporate green space into their landscape,
beginning with the factory garden and continuing through to corporate landscapes today.
Academic literature does not address best practices for designing industrial and manufacturing
landscapes. The goal of this research is to create design guidelines for industrial
landscape architecture that will be developed through a literature review and critiqued using
key informant questionnaires and a critical case study. The results show that the design
guidelines developed provide a foundation for addressing environmental and social outcomes
of industrial landscapes by prompting the designer to reflect about the impacts of their design,
and reframing sustainability as enduring to promote active connotations. This research aims to
contribute to the quality of life for rural communities that are integrated with industry and build
knowledge on best practices for the design of industrial spaces.

Guideline Synthesis
29 articles were read, reread,
analyzed, coded, and the codes then
grouped by theme
An iterative process was then used to
create a draft of design guidelines

Critique of Draft Guidelines
9 key informant requests: 2
responses, 3 previous commitments
and 4 non-responses.
They were asked based on their
professional experience, which
guidelines would have the least and
most impact, and any further
inclusions or changes to be made
Suggestions were made for word
choice and grouping

Background

The literature presented demonstrates a gap in scholarship about ILA and how the
profession can apply existing knowledge to the design of industrial spaces. The legacy of
industry and manufacturing provides insight into ongoing issues of environmental and social
sustainability, issues that post-industrial landscape architecture has responded to with
varying degrees of success. Identifying these issues provides landscape architecture with the
knowledge of the impact that design can have on society and allows the profession to take
steps to mitigate further harm. As is evidenced by scholarship, designers such as landscape
architects have influence over decisions that impact society with tangible, persistent effects.
The literature review determined a need for design guidelines for industrial landscapes that
are environmentally and socially mindful.

Methods
Literature Review
+
Thematic Analysis

Key Informant Interview

1st draft of guidelines

Critical Case Study

2nd draft of guidelines

Final draft of guidelines

Design Concept
A mixed-use street that can be closed to vehicles during special events and festivals
An homage to the historic rail line be designed into the road that will branch off and lead pedestrians
to public areas and areas of interest, by-passing industry
A tactile strip of grating or textured paving can be added aesthetically to the entrances of industry,
alerting pedestrians to a change underfoot
A repetitive plant palette, using thorny and prickly shrubs and perennials to mark industry entrances,
while using more inviting, flowery, plants to indicate public areas

Figure 2: Plan view of design concept with key features highlighted. Caitlyn Weir, 2022.

Figure 1: Perspective views of design concept. Caitlyn Weir, 2022.

Employ fact-based
optimism
Be critical about
assumptions
Be humble
Practice empathy
Be curious

Provide an economic,
environmental and physical risk
assessment of design decisions
Find ways for education and
outreach
Document your process for
future reference and evaluation
Evaluate projects

Establish genuine
partnerships and
engagement with
communities
Ensure equitable access

Outline the goal of the
design and the
environmental, social and
economic objectives
Anticipate and plan for
the worst
Aim for whole system
design

Incorporate the site’s
layers of cultural heritage.
Connect industry across
the site, community, and
region scale.
Build in flexibility and
adaptability

Have a net-positive
effect.

Waste

Materials

Environment

Site Layout

The Plan

The User

The Team

Decisions made by ILA carry lasting consequences and have disproportionately affecting
communities of colour, lower-income communities, and Indigenous communities. Capitalism
externalizes costs, which in some ways values the degradation of the environment, first for
initial profit of industry, and, second, the profit of cleaning up and revitalizing the site – we are
designing today at the cost of tomorrow, using credit from the future in terms of human
health, access to resources, biodiversity. Yet the literature about post-industrial landscape
design demonstrates that the design of industrial landscapes can have environmental, social,
cultural and economic benefits, such as remediation, ecological health, cultural memory,
positive health benefits, industrial heritage based tourism are a few listed in the literature.

Lunenburg's UNESCO designation relies heavily on maintaining a working waterfront
There is a dependence in the economy between the success of the working waterfront and the
tourism industry
There is evidence that tourism has created friction with heavy industries along the waterfront

Design Guidelines for Environmentally and Socially Enduring Industrial and Manufacturing Landscapes
The Designer

Industrial landscape architecture (ILA) can be traced back to three factory owners from the
late 18th century who dreamed of what they called utopian socialism. Robert Owen, Claude
Henri de Saint Simon and Charles Fourier designed company towns based in utopianism,
socialism, and science to address worker welfare and benefit their production. The history of
factory gardens demonstrates a link between design and connotations of corporate power,
which leads to complex interpretations of industrial landscape design historically through to
the present. The history of industry and landscape design also serves to situate the
profession of landscape architecture in a tangle of human benefit and human exploitation
and demonstrates the influence landscape architecture can have on the environmental,
social, and economic outcome of communities.

Critical Case Study

Minimize life-cycle costs
Design for
multifunctionality
Use regenerative systems
where possible

Use less
Maximize resource
recovery and recycling on
site
Recapture waste as
inputs elsewhere on site

Key Findings
Sustainable is a common word used as a qualifier for industry and the first word that comes to mind to describe the intent for longevity. Yet, partway through the
research, I added the word enduring to the title of the design guidelines which changed the intentions behind them. The connotations of the ability to sustain
possesses a quality of prolonging, a passive gesture of withstanding. To endure connotes an active state of resistance. Such unyielding intentionality may be better
suited for the design of industrial landscapes
The design guideline be humble set the tone for a strong trend in the case study: that is, the need for a team. Recognizing my own limitations and being humble
about my abilities revealed some disciplines and areas of expertise that would have the largest positive impact on designing enduring industrial landscapes.
Humans are as integral to the landscape as nature, yet many source texts failed to account for social outcomes in their guidelines, which resulted in fewer socialfocused guidelines in my work. The Designer describes simple, literature-based ways in which landscape architects can instill social consideration into industrial
landscapes.

Further Research
continued critique from industry practitioners
replicating case studies with a team
documenting existing and historic enduring industrial
waterfronts

Significance
increase quality of life for coastal, rural towns
defining industrial landscape architecture
a first draft of design guidelines, ready to evolve

Access a copy of the guidelines and thesis at https://hdl.handle.net/10214/26925 or email Caitlyn directly at cweir01@uoguelph.ca to connect.

